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Dear Spiritual Friends, PASH…   IN LAK´EH…!

Even the most beautiful things one day grow old and die. Nothing is permanent, because life does

not stagnate in time or space; it is a river that flows from its source until it dies in the sea. It is not death;

the river breaks its limits and becomes an ocean. This is also our flow. Do not stop, neither in childhood

nor in youth, run without letting your passions rampage, run more and more, tirelessly, until you hit the

mark. This is the lesson that Sagittarius transmits to us.

Once we’ve learned this, we move on to the Capricorn lesson: in moments of retreat, solitude,

silence, meditate, pray, contemplate, observe, to draw back the veils of appearances in search of the

essential, of The Truth beyond the particular, partial truths (of concepts, doctrines, beliefs, and sciences).

And it is in reality (external and internal), seen with that penetrating gaze of a well-focused mind, free

from distractions.

PASH…   AL LAK´EN…!

Your Brother in service, D. Días Porta
From the Andes, at 29º month of the Water Bearer, year 73 in Aquarius

THE MAESTRE AVATAR SPEAKS: “…… The unity of design in the Great Whole, infinitely varied,
announces a single Principle. This must act on all Beings or it would not be universal. If it works on
one being, it works on all worlds. Therefore, a single idea will be the immediate effect of an
ever-present Universal Cause. Consequently, the matter of the Universe belongs to God as much as
ideas, and ideas as much as matter. To say that something is outside of Him would be to say that
there is something outside of the Great Whole.” (The Great Messages, Ch. ‘Evolution and
Reincarnation’, p. 68, by Maestre SRF).

"God appears when the ego dies ..." Profound teaching. In short the question has been defined. It is the
YUG, without personality, without appearance, without a mirror, without a frame, but in reality only the
universal Self remains, imperturbable, immutable, eternal, unlimited, the only element of all things. A
non-personal, non-divine, non-spiritual, non-material Self. A Self that encompasses everything and
everyone, the Ideation that I have already mentioned. This is the true Yoga, the system to be realized….
… The Bhagavad Gita teaches: “Take refuge in the Divine with all your heart, and by His Grace, you will
obtain supreme peace and eternal permanence.” From this teaching Christianity has taken its
foundations; the same lesson given by the Jewish Tradition in the first commandment. " (Yug Yoga
Yogism, p. 543, by Maestre SRF).

“The Bible is the Temple of Secrets, whose doors, when opened with its keys, give us powers in the
spiritual and material world. That is why its teachings are transmitted to the Disciples only, from lip to
ear, in the Initiatic Colleges; and exclusively to those who are prepared to receive them, so that the
layman does not misuse them. It is not the only book of its kind that is studied in the Order. The Talmud
of the Hebrews, the Koran of the Muslims, the Vedas of the Hindus, all the sacred and philosophical
works, as well as the study of the hermetic doctrine are analyzed. The search for Truth is not limited to



any dogma. Let us remedy the lack of knowledge that the current state of the world shows; we must be
informed about all concepts to teach each one his own religion." (The Great Messages, Ch. ‘Tha Khaze’, p.
349).

Commenting on the Word of the MS Maestre. The greater the silence the better the experience of God.
A single Principle animates everything that exists in the world of forms, to which it adapts. Thus, in each
human it does it according to his/her circumstances and his/her level of spiritual maturity. Just as the
ocean feeds such a variety of animals, plants, minerals, energies, waves, storms. We can say that
everything is intertwined, that nothing and nobody is independent, there is only interdependence. To
assimilate that truth, it is necessary to reach the Yug, to that full identification and unity, when we
understand that we are part of the Great Whole. Only in this way can we live that universal Self, which is
not only spiritual or material, but which encompasses everything. The sacred books of all cultures, the
expression of the Initiatic Tradition, give us clues to travel the Great Path that leads to that supreme
Goal; but in the most advanced stage of the Path we leave behind words, texts, theories, to be able to
navigate in that Ocean of existential Truth, the Divine immersed both in the world of forms and in the
dimension of non-form, only pure sublime energy, fullness of consciousness. (D. Días P).

One of the stumbling blocks that delay the Traveler on the Path of Liberation is procrastination. When
the Christ Teaching says that "the Truth will make us free", when it is oriented towards Liberation, which
is the process that leads to Freedom, it is because we are not free, we are caged in the bars of social
customs and the bodily cage. When we achieve True Freedom, society, the body, nature, the universe,
everything that exists draws its veils and then we consciously live the Truth. Let's see what that
stumbling block consists of, that chain of procrastination. (DDP).

Procrastination: the tendency and result of procrastinating, delaying, putting off, deferring something.
Procrastination consists of postponing the fulfillment of an obligation or the development of an action.
When this attitude becomes habitual, procrastination becomes a behavioral disorder that may require
psychological attention.

People can procrastinate their tasks in different areas. In a child, procrastination can appear when
he/she decides to stay in front of the computer or the television instead of completing the schoolwork
that he/she must turn in, to name one possibility. The little one does not assume responsibility,
postpones it, and replaces the carrying out of duty with another activity.

Adults can develop procrastination when they delay a visit to the doctor or never make up their minds to
tidy up the house. The key to procrastination is to replace an activity that needs attention with a more
enjoyable one. The chosen activity is less important, but it is more enjoyable. Thus, what is important is
postponed and something different is given privilege.

Experts recommend setting short-term goals, establishing rewards, and doing the most difficult tasks
first to end procrastination. The persons must find motivation in their activities and, in turn, accept the
responsibilities that fall to them.

Some foolproof tips to overcome procrastination:

* Establish a group of activities that you do not allow yourself to leave for later, taking as a criterion the
time it takes you to carry them out. For example, determining that those actions that last 2 minutes or
less cannot be procrastinated.



* Dare to face those obligations that cause you fear step by step, in small sessions. Sometimes we do
not dare to start with a task because we believe we are incapable of completing it, but when we force
ourselves to dedicate our effort to it, even for a few minutes, that barrier is likely to weaken.

* Turning any repetitive or boring task into a routine helps to overcome it more easily. When we get used
to facing the same challenges every day, those aspects that once threatened us lose power in the face of
the skill we inevitably develop.

School of Andene Thought
Our Andean Identity is the Ayllu (community); thus, we have to organize ourselves based on

our "Andean Communitarian System".

The work done by the community (Minka: among all), is better than what just one person alone
can do. What is collected from work and is distributed based on their contribution (Ayni), is better than
the one that monopolizes everything, because what is shared for the well-being of the community,
tastes better than what just one [person] does and only for one. The Ayllu is not “Ñuka” (me, the
individual entity), but “Ñukanchikanchiq” (we, the community). This is how the Runa (Man) must live,
inseparable from the community, benefit himself from the community and serve it. Living in a
community gives life a better meaning and we live better organized.

On the concept of the Llankay and Ayllu.- The Tawantinsuyu remained solid for centuries due to
the consistency of the Panaka (families) grouped in numerous Ayllu (communities). The Andean System
is known as Aylluismo (Communitarianism) because its social organization is community-based, and
that in Labor everyone must contribute and receive according to what they have contributed (Ayni).
The wealth of the Andes was the productivity in Minka and, with it, the Tampu (reserve and supply of
different products) located throughout the Andean territory. This is how the Tawantinsuyu was made:
"doing", not "speaking" in demagogy; the Inca did with his mouth closed and listening to the people.
"He who wants to speak, let him speak with his hands.", he said. Those who give and take, whose work
is for the community, who live in the care of mother Earth and her community, achieve Sumak Kawsay,
the beautiful, reciprocal, and harmonious life.

On the concept of the Llankay. To reach the Existential Being, the Kawsay which is living energy,
the Andean must act through the Ruray (Doing-Moving) which is doing through the Llankay (which can
also be translated as Labor, an action). And the song helps to find this Existential Being and link it with
the cosmos. With the Ruyay, or more properly said Llankay, our Being is not static, rather it is a
Being-Existing, in complete unification with the whole that is Pacha (Space-Time) which is also in
motion. For the Andean, work is the best path that leads to understanding the universe and the
realization of the person and the community.

Everything is transformed, the cosmos, the products, our body, our Being. That is why the
Llankay contains a sacred characteristic of "transformation" and not just a job or work. When the
Andean does not work, he becomes "Wakcha Runa" (a poor man, nothing existential); he detaches
himself from the community, as well as from the living cosmos.

Our brother Wiñay Qhapaq from Ayllu Quichua Mitimaes Salzaka, leaves us a Warawi (poem and
song) with this conception of Llanka and good living: (see in:

https://www.facebook.com/Escuela-de-Pensamiento-Andino-105869614131847/

HEART AND MIND HEALTH FESTIVAL: THE SAGES FROM THE AMAZON SPEAK, RAMON GONZALEZ
AYURVEDA DOCTOR, FROM MERIDA, VENEZUELA, AND OTHERS:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndXAeRoynck

https://www.facebook.com/Escuela-de-Pensamiento-Andino-105869614131847/?__cft__%5b0%5d=AZWn035LS1lncIfMGew2ruLnvfwyw7vrVky3KGoHcalHjKo28lKASf57LxfcusxyiVV2dCUsNkvCjBDZVzO8g2WwNxHi2IzEEiXpBTkKKiwJwL1ViT35POXkxSQzBAhC0zu7ZdPLQtO5oNRYrkmvHXbpyR-3Z2k93y37Ft-nP4VECQ&__tn__=-UC%2CP-R
https://www.facebook.com/Escuela-de-Pensamiento-Andino-105869614131847/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ndXAeRoynck


THE MAMOS FROM THE SIERRA NEVADA SPEAK AND OFFER TO MOTHER EARTH:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pvi2hePCtj8

CARAL, THE OLDEST CITY IN AMERICA, IN PERU (the 1st photo, the others are a trip through ancient and
current Peru, with explanations:
https://www.facebook.com/ViajerosPeruHuaral/photos/a.432357594262984/843531103145629/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pvi2hePCtj8
https://www.facebook.com/ViajerosPeruHuaral/photos/a.432357594262984/843531103145629/

